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1. the prince can leap off ledges to navigate to higher ledges.2. the prince can interact with any lever in the palace to open any locked doors.3. the prince can
interact with any door to open them, by stepping on the door's logo to unlock it.4. the prince can interact with any window to open them, by pushing on the
window's logo. for some reason, in ac2 if you load a save that was after the switch bug was fixed, you still have the ability to pull off the switch and use that

ability. if you have a save file after the switch is fixed and the door is still buggy, the only way to unlock the door is to reload that save and if the code is right,
you will be able to open the door. this is a consequence of the save data being stored in the same directory, regardless of what language or operating system

you are playing on. although many people may not realize it, the save files are stored in a directory called "saved\savedgames". this directory is located in
the same directory as the game. in the case that you loaded a game after the door bug was fixed, then it is possible that the door has a different code than

the door that was already fixed, and this is where the save data gets read from. when the game is loading, it will automatically look for the
"saved\savegames\gameid.sav" directory (where the game was saved from), and it will read the save file that is in the same directory as the game. if the file
doesn't exist, then the game will continue to load the next game (until it gets to the save file that has a code for the door). the game needs to know whether
or not to continue loading from the save file. if the code for the door has been changed since the previous save file (which was created by this save file), then

the game will attempt to load the last saved game and it will load the file that you need to continue in the game.
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arggggggggggggggg,the game is not working and i'm angry,because the game is already cracked
and i have to do everything again,it took me 7 hours and i'm pissed..damn,after i downloaded the
game i found that the game is already cracked and it says to download the crack,but after you do

that,the game still doesn't work.i'm so pissed,and i can't play the game.i'm looking for a solution but
i don't know anything about that.well,i'm pissed and i'm not willing to do anything,i'll just play the
game in a virtual machine until the game is working again. first off,i'm sorry for being a noob to
those who like to help others. but this is my first crack and i'm getting no joy at all. i have tried

everything,yet i have no luck. i've tried the installation, which all comes up fine and the game runs
fine. it's only when i hit play that it crashes. i've tried different saves, different versions and changed

the language. it still crashes. i'm a total noob at this but it's literally driving me insane. the main
problem i have is when i play the game, as soon as i get to the point where the door opens and i've
got the right key to open it, it freezes and then crashes. i'm not sure what i'm doing wrong. i'm also

having a problem with my keyboard. if i type the'key it also types 2. i've tried all the'key settings and
nothing helps. if anyone can help i'd really appreciate it. i've been waiting for it to work for days now.

anyway, if i get a solution i'll post it here. i hope someone can help me. thank you in advance.
greetings, was it you who cracked the game for so called people who can't download it? i've tried
installing it like everyone else but it just gave me a few errors during the install. once i got past

those problems it installed fine but when i hit play, the game just wouldn't load. i have tried playing
on different computers and different versions of windows, nothing seems to work. 5ec8ef588b
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